Searching for an object model is considered to be one of the most desirable and yet difficult searches. The problem is made difficult by the presence of clutter in a scene, as well as the fact that objects may be imaged under different lighting conditions. We have developed a feature localization scheme that finds a set of locules in an image. Our object search method matches image locales with model object locales. We make use of a diagonal model for illumination change so that each candidate assignment of model to image locales produces a possible set of lighting transformation coefficients in chromaticity space. A combinatoric search for the locale assignment problem is obviated by matching each model locale to every image locale and carrying out a voting scheme in the space of lighting coefficients. This efficiently finds the lighting change. As well, for each pair of coefficients we perform an elustic correlation on locale chromaticity. Locale centroids produce a pose estimation via a displacement model, and we can further apply texture histogram intersection and finally a Generalized Hough Transform efficiently since the rotation, scale and translation parameters have been recovered. Tests on a database of real images and videos show good image retrieval results.
INTRODUCTION
Most image content indexing schemes [l, 2, 31 use global image features, such as color histograms, texture measures, etc. However, one of the most useful searching methods is by object model. Global image features do not lend themselves well to object retrieval, since background objects can greatly affect the global feature vectors. While image segmentation for object representation has been widely studied [4] , the problem is arguably ill-defined and a good segmentation is often impossible to achieve. In C-BIRD (Content-Based Image Retrieval from Digital-libraries) [5] we developed a technique for coarse localization of image features into locales. The set of image locales may be overlapped and/or non-connected, and the union of all locales does not have to include all image pixels, i.e., the set may be non-disjoint and noncomplete. Since a model object and a target image or video may be shot under different illuminants, in [6] we used a diagonal color shift model to normalize an image. Here we use the same diagonal model to recover illuminant change.
Image retrieval consists of performing localization of the userselected model on the fly and assigning model locales to the image locales stored in a database. In [7] we matched model locales to image locales using Least Squares (LS) minimization for illuminant chromaticity shift, and developed a closed-form solution for the minimization. We culled candidate assignments that would produce too large a chromaticity shift, and sorted by the locale size to also rule out low values of locale intersection (defined as for histograms). Nevertheless the number of assignments was still O(Cr) for t test and m model locales, and a typical object search under illumination change in our image and video database took about 40 to 50 minutes (elapse time). Here we propose matching each model locale with every image locale so as to obtain only t x m estimates for the chromaticity shift, and then applying a form of voting over locale chromaticity correspondences; we follow this by a form of elastic correlation using the estimated parameters. As a result, the search speed is improved by two orders of magnitude! We then use LS minimization for pose estimation, histogram intersection on the locale texture histogram, and finally a Generalized Hough Transform (GHT) on the database image given the estimated pose.
In $2, we describe image feature localization, and 53 describes our search method. Section 4 shows results, and $5 states some conclusions.
FEATURE LOCALIZATION
We have successfully used a coarse localization of image features based on proximity and compactness [5, 71. A locule Lfuses squares of pixels (tiles) as its basic unit, and has descriptors: (1)
and (3) locale texture histogram. Although the envelope L f of a locale Lf is defined in tile units, the other features are measured in pixels. A tile has feature z if enough pixels in it have feature z. As a consequence, for an image localization process the following is often true: (1) 3x : L, is nor connected; (2) 3z3y : L, n L, # 4, z # y: non-disjointness; and (3) U,L, # I , the entire image:
non-completeness. Fig. 1 illustrates localization using color features. In order to remove shading effects, here we actually localize on chromaticity.
Localization proceeds as follows: (A) Tile Generation: with reduced resolution, the image is converted from RGB to chromaticityluminosity color space, where for a pixel with color ( R , G, B), we defineI = R+G+Bandchromaticityr = R / I , g = G / I . After enhancing edge colors, the image is partitioned into 16 x 16 tiles, and geometrical statistics are gathered for each tile. (B) Grow- ing Locales: We merge tiles into locales via a "pyramid-linking" scheme, using a 4 x 4 overlapped pyramid structure. Tile parent nodes compete for links to child nodes in a fair competition, and tiles are allowed to merge to a parent node if the merged locale will have E ( L f ) < T , where T is a threshold normalized against 
M ( L f ) .

SEARCH BY OBJECT MODEL
Database image locales are generated offline. Locales for a usersubmitted model image are generated at run-time. We need to assign model locales to image locales, taking into account possible illumination change. We use: (a) chromaticity shift estimate, (b) elastic correlation, (c) pose estimation, and (d) texture support and shape verification.
Chromaticity Shift Estimation
As in [6], a practical model of illumination change is the diagonal model. Given color (RI, G', B') under model illumination and color ( R , G, B ) under database image illumination we have
To apply to chromaticity values, we divide by y:
(1)
and similarly for 9'. It follows that we only need to recover the two chromaticity shift parameters 6 and 5 in order to derive r' and g' from r and g.
For efficiency, we use a voting scheme to find the best G, 5 pair. The 2D voting space @{&,p} is discretized into 50 x 50 bins. The range of the correct G , p values is restricted to 0.1-10.0.
Hence,
The division in eq. (2) suggests using a logarithmic scale for the voting space axes. Using base 10 we define the voting array dimensions as -1.0-1.0. We use a Gaussianvoting scheme, whereby each of the t x m pairs (G, F) adds its normalized Gaussianprobability to cells around its cell. Since G , p may be unstable for small color values, we use a 2D Gaussian function with a larger standard deviation as the color value reduces in either dimension. The standard deviation ranges from 1.0 to 5.0, and the Gaussian mask size is 5 x 5 . As well, a model locale matched to any database image locale should have only one vote counted at the same voting space cell, so that multiple image database locales with similar chromaticity values won't produce false peaks by all matching to one model locale. Therefore for each model locale we have to keep track of the maximum vote at each cell. Fig. 2 shows typical votes. We note that most votes fall near a line with a single slope. If
then the slope (GIs) for a white surface is sw E 
s = s x ( R B / R A ) / ( G B / G A ) .
(6) We tested random assignment of actual natural surface colors from a color atlas to each other, and found that the second factor above is likely to be centered around 1, as shown in Fig 3. The median value of the slope, assigning 1250 colors randomly to each other, is 0.997, and the middle 79% range from 0.5 to 2.0. Thus s does R = RERS/aR etc. not stray too far from s w . Fig. 4 shows the distribution of slopes for locales shown in Fig. 6 , with slopes from correct assignments
shown by "X' (some overlap). All slopes range from 0.575 to 1.84 times the mean of the correct slopes.
We note that correct (z/p) pairs are clustered. The position in the logarithmic voting space that has a high score yields candidate chromaticity shift values (zp, p P ) . In case there is more than one candidate pair, they are all forwarded to the next step for further examination. 
Pose Estimation
Having made a candidate assignment of image locales to model locales, we use a weighted LS minization [7] to determine scale and pose,
where xi is the centroid of image locale z, xi is the centroid of the corresponding model locale i, xo is the translation, s is the scale, R is the rotation matrix, w, are weights associated with each pair of corresponding locales, and n is the number of assigned locales. This is the simplest possible displacement model and can produce good results with as few as 2 locales. We use weights equal to model locales' masses, i.e. w3 = M ( L ; , 3 ) / E:=, M ( L ; , * ) .
With the best-fit pose parameters estimated, we calculate the objective value in eq. (7). If the error is within a threshold (say 7 pixels error) then the pose is passed to the further screens below. We also verify that the scale and the mass ratio factor are related by m r M s 2 . Elastic correlation is a process for verifying good matches between model locales and image locales for each (6,,Fp). As shown in Fig. 5 , if the model image has three locale chromaticities located at A', B' and C', all image locale chromaticities, A, B, C, D, E and F must be-shifted to the model illuminant using eq. 3 and the current ( ( Y, , p,) values. Let us suppose that locales (A', B', C ' ) and (A, B, C) in fact match; nevertheless they do not appear at exactly at the same location. Instead of a rigid template matching (or correlation) method, we employ an elastic correlation in which the nodes A, B, C are allowed to be located near A', B', C', respectively. In the model chromaticity space O{r',g'},
Elastic Correlation
we define a window around each model locale and then determine whether any image locale chromaticity is inside the window. If a sufficient percentage of the model locales find matching image locales and the associated masses exceed a chosen threshold, we accept the hypothesized (cyp, b,).
The correlation process used here is made even more elastic by allowing non-fixed window size. Much like for the previous voting in @ space, the window size in O{r', g'} is larger in either dimension when r' and/or g' values are small, in order to compensate for the increased uncertainty/error associated with small color values. Thus the shape of the window may not be square. 
Texture Support and Shape Verification
Each locale has an associated texture histogram which is calculated as follows. First, edge detection is applied inside the locale envelope with a proper threshold for the locale, and a histogram of granularity vs. directionality is generated and subsampled to dimensions 9 x 8, and then Gaussian smoothed to mitigate the effect of histogram boundaries and noise.
In analogy with color histogram intersection [3], we carry out texture histogram intersection; this is a very fast calculation, and also is appropriate since the texture histogram is smoothed-smoothing artifacts are removed if they do not coincide in both histograms. We adjust the directionality mapping based on the estimated rotation and the granularity mapping based on the estimated scale. If all the model locale texture histograms have high intersection values with their corresponding image locale texture histograms then we consider the assignment to have "texture support."
The final matching process is "shape verification", basically using a Generalized Hough Transform [8]; since we use the estimated pose parameters, a search for the model template is not required and only a verification of whether a match exists or not is required. The GHT is very robust with respect to noise and in our tests we always get a single sharp peak. If the GHT procedure retums a peak we then report the current image as a match.
RESULTS
Our database consists of over 1,400 images and video clips taken from various sources. As an example, Fig. 6 depicts the localization result for a model object, a pink book under a tungsten light, and a test database image under fluorescent light. Locales are depicted by an envelope in the mean locale color. The features are well localized, and need not be connected; moreover, there can be more than one non-merged locale that has the same chromaticity.
First we obtain chromaticity shift estimates using a voting process. For the example image in Fig. 6b the voting array is as in Fig. 2 We performed a search of the full database with 4 model objects which we know exist in the database, but under different illuminations. E.g., Fig. 7 shows a sample result for a pink book model search before the steps of checking texture and GHT. It shows an 80% recovery of all pink book images, plus six false positives. For all test runs, the searches produce a mean Recall of 83%. Although using color alone often produces almost as many false positives as the correct matches, most of the false ones are eliminated in the subsequent stages of texture checking and shape verification by GHT. Typical speed is about 15 to 20 seconds on a modest PIII-500 MHz server, with over 90% time spent on accessing data in the database.
CONCLUSIONS
The search method we set out here, consisting of finding chromaticity shift parameters via a voting scheme, followed by elastic correlation, offers an effective and efficient solution to the assignment problem under illumination change. By carrying out the voting scheme we basically obviate the illumination change problem, and reduce the combinatorics of the problem dramatically. By insisting on having a similar mass ratio for all assigned locales we further reduce the number of assignments immediately. Then we have a series of fast screens that lead to high reliability for retrieved images. One limitation in the current approach is that it relies on the diagonal model for color shifts. The diagonal model is an approximation, and applies best for small changes in whitish illuminants. Another difficulty is that some images have a linear-gamma while some are gamma-corrected. Although we found that images with gamma correction can still match objects with a linear gamma, this problem reduces accuracy.
As well, we use a very simple displacement model. Future work will be done on estimating projective geometry if the number of assigned locales is sufficient, and possibly recovery of depth information from images.
We found that occasionally locales can split to many or merge into one. As expected, the splitting or merging is resolution dependent. We have always had the notion that a multi-resolution kemel is required to deal with multi-resolution objects (and similarly for texture). However, we can attempt to merge split locales and match them as one locale. Future work will attempt to discover an efficient way to find which locales should be merged given a model image.
